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Once upon a time, there was knight in 
the kingdom of  Zoulvisia. His name was
Sir Gabiano, and he was worried that the
queen was being too strict with her 
people. As his squire, Markus, was nearly
ready to become a knight himself, his
master tried to warn him to be wary of
the queen and not always follow her 
orders without question. The squire 
listened carefully, but someone else had
overheard as well. Who was it?

Wounded and alone, in terror of  Sir Oliver,
the squire staggered to a nearby village,
desperate for help.

Where are the heroes Isabel and Unicorn 
Bob? Will they be able to save Markus?
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There they are in the market, as Unicorn
Bob tries to persuade Isabel to buy him
some fresh pastries. Their funds are 
beginning to run low, however, so poor
Bob will have to go hungry again.
Just then Markus stumbles into the 
crowded area shouting for assistance.
Isabel rushes to his side at once!

Isabel is very good at tending to wounds,
having had so many herself. The squire
will be just fine, even if  it hurts a lot
right now. Just as she is putting the 
finishing touches on the bandages,
Bob snorts with surprise and anger.

It is Sir Oliver, the knight who wounded
the squire, no doubt come to finish what
he started!
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What will they do? The knights are closing
in on all sides on the square. Let’s hear
what Unicorn Bob has planned:

They are safe for now, but with the knights
after them how long will that last? Isabel
suggests a daring idea. They will take the
squire to her friend Belphoebe in the
forest. There is just one problem— Isabel’s
friend is a Huntress and kills all men on
sight who enter her lands.

Isabel must persuade Belphoebe to take
the squire under her protection. That way
the knights cannot harm him, as they would
not dare enter the woods of  the Huntress.
If  she fails, Markus will be slain anyway.
Meanwhile, Sir Oliver has not been idle.
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Once again, the benevolent queen has
not got all her facts straight. Sir Oliver
firmly believes that Markus and his 
master were part of  a terrible plot to
murder Zoulvisia and take over the
kingdom. We know better, of  course,
but she is forced to order him to 
hunt down the squire before he can
do any more damage.

At least Zoulvisia doesn’t want to hurt
Markus, and maybe she will hear his
side of  the story when he arrives at the
palace. For now, Sir Oliver must find him
before Isabel has a chance to hide the lad.

Our heroes are even now reaching the
outskir ts of  Belphoebe’s forest. Will
they survive?
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The outer guard of  Belphoebe have seen
Markus! Let us hope Isabel can protect him.

It sounds like Markus will be safe with 
the Huntress. She is an expert healer
as well, so no doubt he will be good as 
new in no time at all .

Hopefully the squire has learned not to
act rashly and will think before attacking
people from now on. Queen Zoulvisia
will no doubt forget all about the incident
and in a few years, Markus will be 
perfectly safe to go out into the kingdom
again. For now, he has hundreds of  lovely
women to care for him. That can’t be a
very bad thing, now, can it?

THE END  (for now)
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